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Words and their meanings 
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Circle the word that has the same meaning. 
 
 
1. easily perceived or understood; clear, self-evident, or apparent 

obvious disputable mistaken unclear 

2. the quality of being kind and generous 

greed spirited good generosity 

3. an act of asking politely or formally for something 

answer request reply comment 

4. suppose to be the case, without proof 

disbelieve assume prove doubt 

5. the outside part or uppermost layer of something 

central deep surface inside 

6. be suspicious of; have no confidence in 

mistrust belief certainty confidence 

7. lasting for only a limited period of time; not permanent 

long permanent enduring temporary 

8. absolutely necessary; extremely important 

essential extra trivial voluntary 

9. a cold-blooded animal with a skeleton inside its body and dry scales or hard plates on its 
skin. 
carrot reptile influence relative 

10. a large amount; more than enough 

plentiful useful ounce writer 
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Words and their meanings 
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Answers: 
 
 
1. easily perceived or understood; clear, self-evident, or apparent 

obvious disputable mistaken unclear 

2. the quality of being kind and generous 

greed spirited good generosity 

3. an act of asking politely or formally for something 

answer request reply comment 

4. suppose to be the case, without proof 

disbelieve assume prove doubt 

5. the outside part or uppermost layer of something 

central deep surface inside 

6. be suspicious of; have no confidence in 

mistrust belief certainty confidence 

7. lasting for only a limited period of time; not permanent 

long permanent enduring temporary 

8. absolutely necessary; extremely important 

essential extra trivial voluntary 

9. a cold-blooded animal with a skeleton inside its body and dry scales or hard plates on its 
skin. 
carrot reptile influence relative 

10. a large amount; more than enough 

plentiful useful ounce writer 


